In It To Win It!

Sports Car Champion Joins the Fight to Protect Motorsports
‘Save Our Race Cars’ Effort Championed by Racers and Lawmakers

By Colby Martin

The year 2016 will be remembered for a number of notable reasons. Among them, a surprising end came to the most contentious U.S. election in recent memory. The electorate voted to “drain the swamp” and change appears to be the order of the day. How the new administration will affect the car and truck hobby remains to be seen. Of immediate concern to the SEMA Action Network (SAN) forces is the threat to racing posed by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). As you are aware, a bipartisan bill is pending in the U.S. House and Senate—called the Recognizing the Protection of Motorsports (RPM) Act—that would make clear that modifying a street vehicle for use solely in competition is legal and beyond the reach of EPA regulations. The effort’s background was detailed in the cover story of the Driving Force newsletter’s Summer 2016 edition.

Recent discussions with the EPA have indicated that the agency still maintains that the Clean Air Act applies to vehicles and parts, both off and on the race track. Thankfully, the RPM Act has continued to build the critical momentum needed to advance it further toward enactment into law. Hobbyist groups, industry members and racers have been spreading the word. To date, the SAN and its allies have garnered almost 200,000 individual support letters to Congress and about 140 bill co-sponsors. This past November, the SEMA Show in Las Vegas provided another opportunity to add even more strength to a growing movement. With mass exposure guaranteed, an authentic visual symbol was needed to represent the “Save Our Race Cars” effort at the trade show and its official after-party, SEMA Ignited. After all, the week-long convention is where the industry’s influencers annually convene. Michele Abbate’s SCCA Championship-winning Scion FR-S brought the SAN’s racing-themed displays to life, as depicted on the cover of this issue of Driving Force. An aspiring professional racer, she and the rest of the motorsports community are looking to the nation’s lawmakers to provide much-needed certainty regarding how the law is applied.

“Under the RPM Act, we’ve all come together to protect our right to drive unique cars that redefine the limits of performance,” Abbate explains. “Like many others, my car was originally purchased from a dealer. From grassroots all the way up to the pros, entry into this activity would not be nearly as attainable without the ability to modify a production vehicle.”

I was introduced to the rising star during the Hot Rod Power Tour this past summer. Abbate’s winning personality, racing skill and genuine affinity for the four-wheel hobby quickly won me over. The Las Vegas native caught the racing fever as a youngster by watching her brother compete in go-karts. For many years, Abbate used her own daily driver to participate in entry-level road-course competition. After graduating with a bachelor’s degree in communications and marketing from UNLV in 2010, she became a factory driver for Scion Racing. In 2014, that experience led to her becoming a team owner and driver of her own FR-S. The car’s modification from street car to race car was completed in just six weeks.

In short order, Abbate has become a force to be reckoned with. Last year, she held a crowdfunding campaign to help assist with the costs of entering the SCCA US Majors Tour Western Conference division. She raised more than 130% of her $10,000 goal, which helped her finish a full season in her rookie year. As a result of her hard work, she was crowned Western Conference champion. In the time leading up to the SEMA Show, Abbate used her website and social-media channels to actively promote the RPM Act. It turns out that the neon yellow Scion was a hit with SEMA Show attendees and attracted valuable attention to the cause. Not surprisingly, many Showgoers were already well aware of the legislation and had already taken action in support. The week generated additional RPM Act letters and netted a few hundred more individuals into the SAN’s membership.

Racers such as Abbate and fans nationwide will eagerly await the fate of the RPM Act as the year draws to a close. Behind the scenes, full focus remains on the mission at hand. With the election now over, the bill’s lead sponsor Representative Patrick McHenry (R-NC) is optimistic that Congress will be able to resume discussions on the topic. As Rep. McHenry puts it, “This is absurd, and we’ve got to stop it.” You and your friends can provide further reinforcement.

The 200,000 letter milestone is within reach! Please send the letter to request support from your elected officials right away: www.sema.org/rpm The letter is easy to send and only takes a moment.

In the meantime, check out the summary of the state and federal victories we racked up this year in the “Legislative Front Lines” feature of this issue. These victories serve as a reminder of what is possible when we act as a unified front. On behalf of the SAN legions everywhere, may you and your families have the happiest of holiday seasons.

—IGNITED WE STAND!
LEGISLATIVE FRONT LINES

2016: The Year in Review

Laws and regulations continuously impact the way automotive enthusiasts enjoy vehicles of all kinds. The SEMA Action Network’s (SAN) goal is to stay on top of all relevant state and federal legislation and regulations to help promote advocacy efforts across the nation so that automobile hobbyists may continue pursuing their passion. The following details the SAN’s state and federal successes in 2016.

STATE UPDATE

Alabama Titles: Legislation to exempt motor vehicles more than 35 years old from the requirement that they have a certificate of title was signed into law by Governor Robert J. Bentley. Previously, only vehicles of model year ‘74 and older were exempted. Trailers 20 model years old and older are also exempted under the new law. Previously, only trailers of the ’89 model year and earlier were exempted. This new SAN-supported law takes effect on January 1, 2017.

Arizona Gas Tax/Road Usage Tax: A bill to raise gas taxes and require a study of a road usage tax died when the legislature adjourned for the year. The legislation would have required a study of a road usage tax and potential pilot program. In addition to creating privacy concerns, the measure sought to penalize national efforts to create a more fuel efficient vehicle fleet by taxing drivers based on vehicle mileage.

California License Plates: After heavy support from the SAN, legislation to expand the authorization of year-of-manufacture license plates to include owners of ’80 or older model-year vehicles was signed into law by Governor Jerry Brown. Previous law only authorized owners of vehicles that are a ’69 or older model year or owners of a commercial vehicle or pickup truck that is ’72 or older to utilize California year-of-manufacture license plates. These plates must be legible and serviceable. Under the new law, the state may consult with an organization of old car hobbyists in determining whether the date of year of the license plate corresponds to the model-year date when the vehicle was manufactured.

California Vehicle Retirement Program: Legislation to require the state to expand its program for the retirement of older passenger vehicles and light- and medium-duty trucks was not approved by the Senate Environmental Quality Committee. The bill had passed in the Assembly. Current law provides for “an enhanced fleet modernization program” to be administered by the state. Beginning in the 2016–2017 fiscal year, the bill would have required the agencies to set specific and measurable goals for the program’s expansion.

California Transportation Fees: Legislation that would, among other things, raise the gas tax by $0.12 per gallon, increase the annual vehicle registration fee by $35, add a new $100 annual vehicle registration fee for zero-emission motor vehicles and impose a new $35 annual road access charge on each vehicle died when the legislature adjourned for the year. The additional funds raised by the bill would have been used to address deferred maintenance on the state highways and local streets and roads.

Connecticut Titles: In a victory for the SAN and hobbyists statewide, legislation to require the state, upon the owner’s request, to issue titles for older vehicles not currently required to be titled under state law was signed into law by Governor Dannel Malloy. These vehicles include those more than 20 model years old. The new law expands the out-of-state market for older Connecticut motor vehicles and enhances their value to collectors.

Hawaii Exhaust Systems: Legislation to increase annual registration fees from $45 to $76.50 annually, increase the gas tax from 16¢ to 19¢ per gallon, and increase the motor vehicle weight tax from 1.75¢ to 2.75¢ per pound died when the legislature adjourned for the year. The bill had passed the Senate and sent to the House for consideration.

Hawaii Fees: Legislation to increase annual registration fees from $45 to $76.50 annually, increase the gas tax from 16¢ to 19¢ per gallon, and increase the motor vehicle weight tax from 1.75¢ to 2.75¢ per pound died when the legislature adjourned for the year. The bill had passed the Senate and sent to the House for consideration.

Indiana Off-Highway Trails: A bill to allow the operator of a nonregistered off-road vehicle or snowmobile from another state or country to purchase a trail use tag to operate on designated trails and properties was approved by the Indiana House and Senate and signed into law by Governor Mike Pence.

Maryland Historic Vehicles: A bill that makes minimal changes to Maryland’s historic vehicle requirements was signed into law by Governor Larry Hogan. As introduced, the bill would have subjected historic vehicles of model year ’86 and later to undergo periodic safety inspections. After SAN members expressed concerns, an amendment was made to the new law to exclude historic vehicles from the requirement that they receive an inspection certificate prior to titling and registration. The law clarifies that these vehicles are not to be used for regular transportation to employment or school and for commercial purposes and subjects historic vehicles of model-year ’86 and later to equipment repair orders. These repair orders would be issued for vehicle safety.
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equipment that is in disrepair. The new law does not change the age requirement for historic vehicles, does not require that they be insured by a show or antique vehicle insurance policy and does not require that the owner have a “daily-driver” vehicle registered in the state as had previously been proposed.

Michigan Forest Roads: SAN-supported legislation to require that forest roads be open to motorized use by the public unless otherwise designated by the state was signed into law by Governor Rick Snyder. Under the new law, before the state restricts a road or trail used to access public land, it must provide local governments in which the land is located written notice that includes the reason for the restriction. Other lands permitted for off-highway use include designated roads that are not forest roads, designated trails and other designated areas.

Minnesota Miles Traveled Tax: Legislation to mandate payment of a “recoupment” surcharge of up to $95 died when the legislature adjourned for the year. The surcharge would have been calculated to levy the highest tax on owners of the most fuel-efficient vehicles. Separate legislation to require the Department of Transportation to take steps to implement a vehicle mileage user fee to tax drivers on actual miles driven also died.

Missouri Miles Traveled Tax: Legislation to require the state to charge and collect a miles-driven fee of up to $200 for a one-year vehicle registration and up to $400 for a two-year vehicle registration was withdrawn by the bill’s sponsor. Under the measure, this fee would have been charged in addition to all other registration fees and would not have replaced the gas tax.

Nebraska Single Plate: A SAN-supported bill to provide for the issuance of a single license plate for passenger cars which were not originally equipped with a bracket on the front of the vehicle to display a plate was signed into law by Governor Pete Ricketts. The new law also allows special-interest vehicles that use the special-interest vehicle license plate to run a single plate. The law will take effect on January 1, 2017.

New Hampshire Antique Trailers: Legislation to eliminate the requirement that antique trailers have only one axle to qualify for antique trailer plates was signed into law by Governor Maggie Hassan. The new law lowers the annual registration fee for the approximately 15,000 multi-axle trailers to $6.

New Hampshire Road User Fee: A SAN-opposed legislation to establish a road usage fee for motor vehicles registered to travel on state roads died when the legislature failed to act. Under the bill, the fee would have been based on the equivalent miles per gallon of the vehicle and collected at the time of annual registration of the vehicle. The measure would have imposed its harshest penalties on those vehicles that have the highest miles per gallon rating, with a maximum tax of $149.85.

New Hampshire Off-Highway Vehicles: A bill to re-establish the authority of the state to permit larger off-highway recreational vehicles at Jericho Mountain State Park was signed into law by Governor Maggie Hassan. Under New Hampshire law, “Off-highway recreational vehicle means any mechanically propelled vehicle used for pleasure or recreational purposes running on rubber tires, tracks or cushion of air and dependent on the ground or surface for travel, or other unimproved terrain whether covered by ice or snow or not, where the operator sits in or on the vehicle.” This SAN-supported legislation is a victory for off-road enthusiasts statewide.

New Hampshire Emissions: A bill to exempt rare or historically significant vehicles from emissions control requirements was signed into law by Governor Maggie Hassan. Under previous law, only vehicles 20 or more years old were exempt. The new SAN-supported law becomes effective on January 1, 2017.

New Jersey Emissions Tests: Officials are moving forward with a plan to eliminate the requirement that pre-’96-model-year motor vehicles undergo emissions testing as the state will eliminate tailpipe emissions tests. The state plans to continue the on-board diagnostic tests used to check emissions on cars made since 1996. Officials believe that the revised requirements will save millions of dollars by reducing both the number of inspections at state facilities and the cost per inspection. The emissions test will continue to include visual checks for things such as liquid leaks and visible smoke, while the gas-cap check that tests whether fumes are escaping from a gas tank will switch to a visual inspection. In New Jersey, vehicles are inspected every other year and exempted for their first five years.

New York Single Plate: Legislation that would remove five counties from the list of jurisdictions where motor vehicle emissions inspections are required was approved by the House and Senate and signed into law by Governor Pat McCrory.

South Dakota Single Plate: A measure to allow the issuance of a single license plate for special interest motor vehicles was signed into law by Governor Dennis Daugaard. The new law requires that the single registration plate be attached to the rear of the vehicle. A special interest motor vehicle is “a vehicle that is collected, preserved, restored, or maintained by the owner as a leisure pursuit and is not used for general or commercial transportation.” The new law provides that the vehicle owner must sign an affidavit attesting that the vehicle is driven less than six thousand miles per year; is not used for general or commercial transportation, but only for occasional transportation, public displays, parades, and related pleasure or hobby activities. The owner will also be required to submit the odometer reading annually upon registration renewal.

Tennessee Emissions: A bill to extend the emissions inspection exemption for new cars was signed into law by Governor Bill Haslam. Under the new law, all vehicles three years old and newer would be excused regardless of mileage. Previous law only exempted new motor vehicles being registered for the first time or one year from initial registration.

Vermont Exhaust Systems: A SAN-opposed bill to ban motor-vehicle exhaust systems that increase the noise level died when the legislature adjourned for the year. Under the measure, violators would not have passed the state’s required inspection, subjecting
them to fines of up to $350. The bill also did not provide an opportunity for vehicle hobbyists to install and use aftermarket exhaust systems that meet an objective decibel limit under a fair and predictable test.

**West Virginia Racing:** Favored by racing enthusiasts statewide, a bill authorizing local governments to hold sanctioned motor vehicle races on public roads or airports under their jurisdiction was signed into law by Governor Earl Ray Tomblin. The law also requires issuance of a permit for the racing event and declares that an authorized racing event is not a nuisance or subject to speed restrictions.

**West Virginia Race Cars:** A House Concurrent Resolution to urge the U.S. EPA to allow the conversion of vehicles originally designed for on-road use into race cars was approved by the West Virginia Legislature. The resolution came in response to objections from SAN members and enthusiasts and recognizes that while the Clean Air Act prohibits certain modifications to motor vehicles, it is clear that vehicles built or modified for racing, and not used on the streets, are not subject to EPA regulation.

**West Virginia Exhaust Noise:** Legislation to make it a criminal offense to disturb the peace with “noise from an exhaust system of any vehicle that is not equipped or constructed so as to prevent any disturbing or unreasonably loud noise” was not approved.

**West Virginia Collector Car Appreciation Day:** The West Virginia Legislature passed a House Concurrent Resolution designating the second Friday in July as Collector Car Appreciation Day in the state.

**Wisconsin Collector Vehicle Appreciation Day:** An Assembly Joint Resolution to annually designate the second Friday in July as Collector Vehicle Appreciation Day in the state was approved by the full Wisconsin Assembly.

**Canada Collector Vehicle Appreciation Day:** The provinces of Saskatchewan, Prince Edward Island and Nova Scotia issued proclamations designating July 2016 as Automotive Heritage Month in the province. British Columbia issued a proclamation designating July 9, 2016, as Collector Car Appreciation Day and the month of July 2016, to be Collector Car Appreciation Month. The province of Manitoba and the city of Calgary issued proclamations designating July 8, 2016, as Collector Car Appreciation Day.

**FEDERAL UPDATE**

**National Collector Vehicle Appreciation Day:** The seventh annual Collector Car Appreciation Day (CCAD) took place on Friday, July 8, 2016. The U.S. Senate approved a resolution to focus attention on the vital role automotive restoration and collection plays in American society. Thousands of Americans gathered at car cruises, parades and other events to celebrate our nation’s automotive heritage.

**EPA and Racing Parts:** SAN continues to advance the “Recognizing the Protection of Motorsports (RPM) Act,” which clarifies that the Clean Air Act allows for the modification of motor vehicles for race use only and that making, selling and installing race products for this purpose is not unlawful tampering. The RPM Act has garnered strong support in Congress, including 118 sponsors in the House and 28 in the Senate.

**E15/Ethanol:** A SAN-supported bill has been introduced in the U.S. Congress that would cap the yearly amount of ethanol to be blended into transportation fuel at 9.7%. The legislation would replace ever-increasing ethanol mandates required under the Renewable Fuel Standard (RFS). The EPA is relying on expanded sales of E15 (gas that contains 15% ethanol) to meet the RFS targets. Ethanol, especially in higher concentrations such as E15, can cause metal corrosion and dissolve certain plastics and rubbers in automobiles produced before 2001 that were not constructed with ethanol-resistant materials.

**Bonneville Salt Flats (BSF):** The salt flats have significantly decreased in size, strength and thickness over a number of decades as salt brine has been channeled away from the area. The SAN, along with other organizations and companies comprising the Save the Salt Coalition, is working closely with the U.S. Bureau of Land Management (BLM), which manages the salt flats, in addition to federal and state lawmakers, on ways to restore the BSF and its 13-mile roadway. The Coalition has proposed a comprehensive plan which includes increasing the amount of salt being pumped onto the salt flats during the winter. The Coalition is working with lawmakers to introduce federal legislation to help implement a restoration plan.

**National OHV Area Designations:** SAN is supporting legislation that would permanently designate six existing OHV areas comprising 300,000 acres in San Bernardino County as national OHV areas: Johnson Valley, Sledger Hills, El Mirage, Raser, Dumont Dunes and Stoddard Valley. The bill was introduced by Rep. Paul Cook (R-CA). Sen. Dianne Feinstein (D-CA) has introduced a similar bill that also protects OHV areas, although in lesser amounts.

**OHV Access to Clear Creek:** The U.S. Senate Energy Cont. on p. 7
CAUCUS CONNECTION

SEMA Show 2016 State Automotive Enthusiast Leadership Caucus Dinner

Current members of the State Automotive Enthusiast Leadership Caucus gathered again this past November to meet with SAN staff and enjoy the 2016 SEMA Show in Las Vegas. The Caucus, comprised of almost 800 legislators in all 50 states, is serving to further raise the automotive hobby’s profile in the state capitols. In attendance were (standing left to right) Representative Tom McDonald (MO); Delegate Scott Cadle (WV); Senator Jim Patrick (ID); Senator Mark Maynard (WV); Delegate Gary Howell (WV); Representative Stan Blake (WY); Representative Tom Reeder (WY); Representative Joe Pitre (NH); Representative Bob Herron (AK); Assemblyman James Frazier (CA); Representative Howard Mosby (GA); (seated left to right) Senator Tony Mendoza (CA); Representative Nikki Randall (GA); Representative Polly Lawrence (CO); Senator Mark Manendo (NV); Senator David R. Parks (NV); Representative Josh Byrnes (IA).

WEB RESERVES

Legislative Success: When Preparation and Opportunity Meet

The closing of the 2016 legislative session has brought yet another slew of triumphs for car enthusiasts in states across the country. Get the scoop in the “Legislative Front Lines” feature of this issue. The list of victories is proof that coordinated action from the SAN has a direct impact on the decisions of legislators. Without your contribution to these efforts, this list of victories would shrink.

Behind every automotive win is a long road. The process begins with reviewing new proposals nationwide. SAN staff performs exhaustive daily searches for bills that could affect our hobby as they are introduced in all 50 states. The full list of bills we are currently tracking is posted on the SAN website.

A new online tool was introduced to the SAN website this year to keep the automotive community more in tune with current state proposals than ever before. Visit the “Legislation” menu on www.semaSAN.com and select the “State” link. The list of current state legislation features all active bills being tracked nationwide. An interactive U.S. map indicates the jurisdictions with the most pending initiatives, as well as those with the least. Simply select a state and click on an item of interest for detailed information. The display includes the bill’s full text, a summary, sponsors, current status and more. Staying up-to-date on matters in your state is now just a few clicks away.

While the process of monitoring a bill’s journey may begin with staff in Washington, D.C., your efforts are what keeps our beloved hobby thriving in the midst of constant threats! Special thanks to the SAN members who weighed in with their lawmakers on issues throughout the year. As the legislatures re-open in 2017, be prepared by using these new legislative tracking tools to stay informed. If you have any questions, the SAN’s Research Manager, Matthew Donovan, can be reached at mattd@sema.org or 202-783-6007 x38.
8th Annual Collector Car Appreciation Day to Be Celebrated July 14, 2017

SAN announced that the next Collector Car Appreciation Day (CCAD) will be celebrated on July 14, 2017. The date will mark the eighth consecutive commemoration in what is now an annual event to raise awareness of the vital role automotive restoration and collection plays in American society.

“The U.S. Senate first recognized Collector Car Appreciation Day in 2010 at our request and helped launch this annual event,” said SEMA Vice President of Government Affairs Steve McDonald. “As we prepare for the eighth celebration of our nation’s automotive heritage, enthusiasts and related businesses are already planning open houses, car cruises, club gatherings and educational events to commemorate the day.”

The SAN will again maintain and publicize a list of scheduled events to commemorate our time-tested love affair with the automobile at www.semaSAN.com/CCAD. Individuals, car clubs and business owners interested in publicizing events can also submit the details of their celebration on that page. For questions, contact SAN Director Colby Martin at 909-978-6721 or san@sema.org. If you are unable to celebrate on July 14, the SAN encourages events to be scheduled throughout the month of July 2017.

SAVE THE DATE

Gary Brown of Gary’s Classic Car Fridays in Buena Park, California, proudly showed a framed copy of the U.S Senate Resolution.